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NOTATION OF THE POINTS OF VIEW AND SOCIAL
INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF DEPARTMENTS AT
HAWTHORNE THAT ARE DIRECTLY CONCERNED
WITH WAGE PROBLEMS

(The following notations on the social interrelationships and
points of View of the wage departments have been based upon a
two weeks visit to the Labor Grades, Time Standards and Wage
Incentives Departments. It is realized that some of the assump
tions made and conclusions drawn may be inaccurate and lack sub
stantiation. However, the purpose of this report is to note and
to arrange in an orderly manner the information gained during the
two weeks visit. The noting of the following information was
considered necessary at this time in order that tho—infoi'iu& tl-eft
gajwuod might be recorded while it is still fresh in the mind, and
before it becomes confused with other information.

If visits and

interviews are to-be arranged with the Piece Rates and Operating
Departments, no doubt many of the following statements can be
substantiated or Mity earnfrftshown to be incorrect. The attempt
has been made not to let subjective opinions enter in, but to
make authentic statements of the points of view and social inter
relationships of the departments visited.)
The ensuing discussion is made in the following order.
Each of the three departments
1 - Time standards
S - Labor Grades
3 - Wage Incentives
i« taken in and a discussion is made of the social interrelation
ships existing between it and each of the other two departments
and also with the Piece Rates separating Departments. Also atate-
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ments are made concerning the attitude of the three departments
toward the Industrial Research Department.

In conclusion a diS'

cussion is made treating with the points of view of each of
the three departments.
Time standards Department
Notation of the time standards department's attitude
toward the Piece Sates Department will be made first. The
standards department assumes rather a superior attitude toward
the piece rates department, and yet they make a concerted effort
to maintain a friendly and cooperative relationship. The atti
tude of superiority may be attributed to the following causes:
(a) The two departments are engaged in similar work, so the
quality of their wark is being continually compared by ihe
Tims iP1ta»ftujpi> Hfmctimm*, and the standards department feels
that its completed work is very much superior to the piece
rates departments re:sults.
(b)

The personnel of the standards department feels itself to

be superior in background and training,
(c) The nature of the Time standards ?/ork. The standards
department
of Manufacture. They are engaged in redoing the work of the
Piece Rates Department. This naturally shows up many
inaccuracies of the Piece Rates Departments work.
(d) The results of the Time standards Department's work is
passed on to the Piece Rates Organization to guide it in
setting piece rates*
(e) The superior attitude may be partly a temporary and
artificial one, since apparently the Time standards Depart-
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ment has not as yet had to concern itself with flat
rejections of its work,

in other words it appears

that the acid test for the time standards department is
yet to come after its time standards are literally applied
at the work level, and the department is called upon to de
fend their exact application face to face with the plant
1

operators. To date not many time standards are in tovoei^^^ ^^
%1r^*^
/vw*-M-r
Ji/Jjfj^trJjJlt^f
C&t£&\j&J( ^cr^^t^^K^ZrA-^-iMr. *&LUAJ
The following manifestations of this superior attituae
toward the Piece Rates Organization were noted:
(a) Direct statements and mannerisms of the Time Standards
Engineers regarding the quality of work and Ni^orogressiveness of the Piece Rates Organization.
(b) They take specific and conscious steps to develop the
good will of the Piece Rates people.

The piece rates de-

partment is looked upon as eeweone HR> must be treated in
Lzr
such a manner that *hBy may be used to aid in carrying out
the objectives of the standards Department,
(c) Although they want to employ'three oi four more time
standards engineers the standards department diplomatically
refuses to select anyone from the Piece Rates Department.
(d) Standards engineers are careful to inform the workmen
in the plant that the standards engineers are not to be
confused with the Piece Rates engineers.
(e) There is almost no informal social intercourse during
the day between the two departments although they are both
located in the same large office and are separated only
by some filing cabinets, whenever interdepartanent visits
are made it has been from Time Standards to Piece Rates.

A. t
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In predepression days there were some Intense antag
onisms built up between the two departments. The present, newly
established time standards department is doing its best to dis
sipate these antagonisms. It is probable that some ill feeling
still exists. A better picture of it will be achieved after some
time is spent getting the Piece Hates attitude toward time stan
dards. Mr. Nelson gave evidence that the mutual understanding and
cooperation of the two departments is not complete, when he asked
the writer to tell him of his reactions as to the attitude of the
Piece Rates Department toward Time Standards. ^This request for
information on the Piece Rates peoples' attitude was made when the
writer informed Mr. Nelson that he might spend some time in the
Piece Rates Department to gain an insight into their work.) The
following reasons are listed as some of the causes for the antagon
ism between the two departments:
(a) Time standards were formerly too complicated, not clear
and concise.
(b) The future jobs of the Piece Rates people were threatened
by the Time standards Department activities.
(c) The quality of the standards engineers^ their York was not
satisfactory.
(d) The Time standards were forced on to the Piece Rates Organi
zation without giving consideration to the opinions and criticisms
advanced by the Piece Rates People.
The struggle between these two departments was ended by the depression
when the Time Standards Department was disbanded. Until the discontinu
ance the Piece Rates people used certain defensive tactics to combat
the Standards department. Th»y refused to use the time standards
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after they were presented to them and closed their minds to a
reasonable analysis of the standards. Also, they spared no words
in criticizing the quality of the standards.
Profiting from past experience the present time standards
department realizes the necessity of establishing and maintaining
friendly relations with the Piece Rates people. Their procedure
in doing so has evidently been quite successful. The standards
Department is anxious to maintain a friendly relationship because
the Piece Rates people have charge of the application of standards
in the operating departments. The piece rates people may refuse
to accept standards as presented to them. It is apparent that a
friendly attitude between the departments would make the way much
smoother for the application of standards. The piece rates people
are realiy between two fires. There is pressure from the work
groups for looser ©wtqatt rates, while the time standards people

.
\'

t , . ^

stand back of their work andAcall for an exact application of the

\ *

standards. It appears that the group that can achieve the greater

• ^{f^,

degree of intimate social relationship with the Piece Rates people

; 5'.'^ , ' ^ '

should be the ones to swing the balance in their favor. Mr. Nelson

1

i
c

i

says that there is a much better feeling being built up between
the two departments. As evidence of this opinion the piece rates
people now often ask the Time Standards people to establish time
standards and to aid in the settling of more accurate and uniform
rates.

The reasons for the increasingly more friendly spirit may

be listed as follows:
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1. A more diplomatic a»a f.h>—gjq department head is in charge of
the Time standards Department.
2. Time standardization work is much more thoroughly and capably
done than formerly.
3. Predepression time standards have been thrown overboard. This
serves to eliminate the actual objects toward which Piece Rate
antagonism was directed.
4. Piece rates organization can reject the time standards if
they are not suitable to them.
5. Time standards now are clear, concise and easy to apply, thus
eliminating much misinterpretation and misunderstanding.
6. They are more and more realizing their community of interest.
7. The initial threat to the jobs of the piece rates department
has passed and the employees still have their jobs. In fact, the A'^c^.
Personnel has recently been considerably increased, which makes
the old employees feel more firmly entrenched in their jobs.
Beyond the above mentions Reasons, there are certain
extraneous conditions that may have tended to bring the two de
partments closer together.
1. Bnployee representatives are reflecting a more and more Ques
tioning attitude on the part of the workers to know more details
about rate setting. If the Piece Rates people can back up the
rates that they have set with evidence of the thorough methods
that the time standards people use, they will feel much more
confident of their position.
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The'program of rate equalization must he done quickly and

capably. In the shirt over to product type shops some piece rates
are SWfb too loose while others are too tight. As long as the
different piece parts worked on do not shift out of a department,
the unequal rates tend to even out, but with the shift over to
product shops many combinations of piece part manufacture will

1

be broken up and new combinations for a group to work on will be
arranged. In order to save a good deal of confusion and the
exposing of poorly set rates, the Piece Rates Department must
hasten to reset rates before piece rate pay is reestablished in
the new type shops.
3. Piece rate earnings over the base rate have been climbing
over the past years. Eventually the Piece Rates Department has
to face the issue of the increasing discrepancy between day rates
1

and piece rates. Time standardization study offers them one way
of stopping this undesirable upward curve.
4.

One of the co-founders of time standards study at Hawthorne,

Mr. G, M. Fullarton, now heads the Piece Rates Division. This
should permit time standards ideas to gradually filter into
Piece Rates Division.
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The social relationship of the Time Standards Department
to the Wage Incentives Department will he given.consideration next*
The two departments appear to be bound by a friendly and coopera
tive spirit. It may be we^l to restate here that these two
departments are of equal rank in the Engineer of Manufacture
Staff Organization. Bvid*e«e of this friendly relationship is
shown by both the informal and official borrowing of engineers
in one department to aid during a rush in the other and
informal conferences between the departments during the day.
In accounting for the friendly feeling between the two depart
ments the following reasons are listed:
(a) Nature of the work, both are concerned with the wage problem
but different parts of the same problem.
(b) They view wage problems from almost identical points of view.
Almost every man in both departments is, I believe, a
college trained engineer and there is a very noticeable tendency
for both departments to see a wage problem from a typical engineer
ing viewpoint.
In comparing the functions of the two departments it
can be seen that the wage incentives department may be placed
in a rather superordinate relationship with Time Standards. No
evidence was accumulated which pointed to the existence of such
f

a relationship other than Mr. Snell s general attitude-toward
his departmental function and by his general rather smug
mannerisms. However, the personal attitude of one man is not
sufficient basis to declare that this superior position does
exist. So, at this tine the possibility of this relationship
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only will be recorded. In this manner the possibility of this
relationship may be investigated as study of the wage problem
progress. The Wage Incentives Department is instrumental in
formulating and putting into effect management policies on the
wage question. For instance, it was the Wage Incentives Depart
ment that made formal recommendations to the Engineer of Manu
facture to purchase micromotion camera equipment and also to
establish the motion^s*«ty coursed" So, because this department
makes proposals that may influence directly the course of pro
cedure for the Standards Department, also because wage incentives
is probably accorded certain prestige by their face to face re
lationships and discussion of general wage policies with highest
management officials, it appears that the basis may be present for
this superior social position in the Plant. However, as stated
previously, there are also good reasons for an equality of relationship, so no^conclusions can be drawn at present.
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The social relationships between the Time Standards and

Labor Grades Department** W ' H

ei/s$ecf

"h*"* £• *

As can be noted on the organizational chart the two de

1

partments have equal ratings in the Company. However, the Time
Standards DepertmentArefers/\deprecatingly to the work of the
Labor Grades Department. This opinion is not expressed openly,
of course. Apparently the reason for this opinion is found in
the methods used to establish labor grades. As may be judged by
formal report oi" the labor grades procedural plan the method used
for setting labor grades rather outrages an engineers sense of
accuracy and preciseness. The method used is more fully discussed
elsewhere. The adverse criticism is confined to speaking rather
lightly of labor grades methods. When Mr. Kelson was asked whether
the objectionable method of labor grading may not reflect back
on his time standards, he replied that after all labor grades
were pretty accurately set, and that it was beyond his jurisdiction
to have anything to do with labor grades. Although it is up to the
Piece Rates Organization to apply both labor grades and time
standards, dissatisfaction with labor grades which might be
registered by the Operating Departments will probably be directed
at the entire wage system. It is doubtful whether a body of
workmen would

take^the time or be able to determine the

exact cause of wage dissatisfaction. It is apparent that the
nnVnirlflFTP" determined quantitative analysis of putput possible
is rendered valueless if a poorly arrived at o«#a3±J3t3JS3?^ method of
grading a job is ueed.
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Social Relationships of Time Standards and Operating Departments .
•Thooo gelffblimahlgs can be visualized at the present time

only as a result of time spent in the Time Standards Department.
Later, if it is possible to have interviews with workmen to see
the relationship from their point of view, a more complete and
authentic picture of the interrelationships can be had. The
Standards Department does not have direct authority over the
Operating Departmentc, but they do have continual f&ce to face
relationships with them. There is little evidence of intimacy
between the time standards engineers and the laboring force.
However, the Standards Department is somewhat sympathetic with
the operating personnel (elaborated upon under Point of Yicw of
Standards Department) and they wish to maintain friendly relations
with the work force. There are apparently three outstanding
reasons for this desire for friendliness:
1. The Standards Department personnel are human beings in face
to face contacts with the work force, so for a purely personal
desire for amicable xy±x±± social contacts the friendly spirit is
desirable.
2. The operating force is really the work laboratory of the
Standards Department and at least overtly friendly relationships
are necessary.
3. VTbrker £ood will is necessary in order to apply the completed
time standards
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Following are notations or evidence indicating the social
relationships between these two departments is not very friendly
and cooperative;
1.

Time Standards people say that a multiplicity of timing

and laboratory tests are necessary in order to cope with the
restriction of output phenonenon.
2.

Examples are cited where operators openly objected to coopera

ting with Time standards Engineers.
(t)

JSmc. girl who said that she could not work under the
new method.

(b) -$fee automatic screw machine operator who refused
to cooperate to the best of his ^ability.
3.

The Time Standards Department

v

harenQ\~$m*&mi*9frm*£ has^taken

adequate cognizance of the fact that many operators have special
self-made jigs to aid them in^beating'a rate. |^.ke<^£^ / J * ^ * « _ . ^
4,

They are apparently oversimplifying the problem that is oc

casioned by the introduction of time standards, which call for
changedy^motions and higher outputs.

(Elaborated upon under Point

of Tiew of Time Standards Department).
These social relationships willJLn all prnhfthlXi-ty: continue to be rather distant, unless~?SEe Standards Department meets
a great deal of worker opposition in. conducting the asm motion
study course. It wjJLL_be_-very interesting to watch the progress
of this undertaking Ho see if the course will serve to bring
the engineers closer to an understanding of the attitudes and
sentiments of the work force.
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Point of Ytew of the Time Standards Department
First it might be said that they are possessed with a
typical engineering point of view. The personnel consists almost
entirjtly-ef ex-section.j>r ex-department chiefs or new carefully
selected/tengineering SMiillge graduates. The men are selected with
great care by Mr. Nelson and rather than^ chance getting an inef
ficient and incapable engineer, he is building very slowly. The
men proceed almost entirely on their own initiative while on a job.
They were unusually frank in discussing their work and
were glad and anxious to lay their procedures aad -iK&9J£b9SttCB
time standards open for^teigr. They are very much sold on their
work and feel that they are well able to defend their SBteL stan
dards.
They are apparently satisfied to let their method be
proof of itself. They rely upon multiplicity of timings, their
own laboratory stucles, and their own personal conclusions in
setting standards.

(It seems that if they should have an ob

jective test of some sort to check their work against the
results, i^rtS^^^elmore trustworthy) •
The time standard men as mentioned heretofore have
continual face to face relationships with the work men; however,
after spending some time down in the work departments with
three time standards engineers, there apparently is little show
of/}friendship or intimacy. Down in the arc welding department,
one of the time standards engineers was subjected to some joking
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about his immaculate dress and white hands and was invited to
help prepare a frame for welding. The engineer good naturedly
complied and was subjected to further kidding because he was
unable to do the required work. It was quite obvious, however,
that he did not enjoy the situation and when asked about it later
he said, "Well that sort of stuff is necessary if we are going
to have the men*s cooperation."
The department maintains the attitude that they wish to
give the workers a break, but they insist that their standards
are scientifically set and-jommmmt be rather closely followed.
They frankly admit that the time standards that they are setting
cannot be met by every worker picked off the street. In setting
the standards it is assumed that some inefficient motions must

^

dxt^^'
^^""^

be eliminated by some of the operators before they can reach
the output standards which are set. The standards are set in
the anticipation of improvement in output for which moet_workers
are not yet properly instructed. Efficiency appears to be one
of the great objectives which they wish to achieve in the work
force.

The limits cf efficiency possible or the taking of a more

inclusive and fardghted point of view has apparently not been
considered. They gave no evidence of coping with the possibility
that a workman may be forced to high activity to the injury of
himself or that it may be a axtiey- of unrest and the bringing
of outside censure and internal/^disturbance at Hawthorne. St

stu^y-^etttw. T-nnlrinn n I I'TW nl I nut'an frnTn

n nntilnl

nnti»* irn1»t-

eS-jjfrow^GT appears that th* introduction of new time standards
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and 4*s* a&o&oiaWd motion study course may be in for a good deal
rif yir A-mi^vi

of worker resistance as its effecta^become more generally felt.
It seems that success of the time standards program will call for
generally speeding up the operators and the shaping of operators*
motions into one mold.

This making over of operators' motions

will probably be regarded by the workmen as a serious imposition
into their personal habits and mannerisms. It should be very
interesting to follow the progress of the plan to study the reac
tions and attitudes of both wage department people and the workmen.
Mr. Nelson made^contradietory statements concerning his
attitude toward the work force. One day he advanced the idea
that loose piece rates encourage restriction of output and on other
occasion he said, if w* /can show the tooimakers where they can make
twenty-five cents an hour more, they should certainly respond to
the incentive provided by putting their work on a piece rate basis.
In his first statement he apparently thought that the chance to
earn more money was no incentive and in the second instance he
thought that workmen will respond at once.
All of t h e * standards formulas are very carefully
worked out, but it seems that all of the detailed and painstaking
work is often rendered very inaccurate. This conclusion is
based upon the fact that a standard five minute period per hour
is allowed for ratigue and personal time on every plant operation
no matter what its nature. So, after calculating/^o hundredths
of a second, there is always in the end a flat fatigue allowance
or five minutes per hour. This provision is a Company policy
though, so it is beyonrf the^ control of this department. The only
apparent reckoning that the Standards Department makes of th«
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problem is to say that five minutes per hour is too long,
Mr. Nelson said that the workers in general are quite
efficient and that they work hard. But he also has the attitude
that management has always leaned over backwards to give wage
and other monetary favors to the workmen. He seemed to be
rather critical of management on this point.

Wage Incentives JDgpartment

Attitude Toward Operating Departments
The work done by Incentives Department permits it to
Lb*

be in a decidedly superordinate position

insolation to the

Operating Departments. The Incentives Department is in a position
to affect the operators* work situation very greatly. Intimate
face to face relationships with the operators is rare.
Mr. Snell entertains the idea that the work force must
be held in check with reference to no^r allowing them too much
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leeway in carrying on work in the Plant. Speaking of the dis
continuance of the "A" groups in the operating Departments, his
comment was, "Give them an inch and they take a mile."
The wage incentives department is very much inclined
to assume the position of looking down from the heights at labor
wage problems. Charts are constructed, outside surveys made,
etc. The general attitude is one of a formulator and interpreter
of Company policy, and not one interested in«r4iaai» group-or a
problem.

Relations with Piece Rates Department
The incentives organization assumes a superior attitude
seated
toward piece rates also, due probably as^before to the fact that
incentives is a staff department and its proposal?may directly
influence the work situation for the Piece,Kates people. From*.

. -L
f

* \

1

talking to Mr. Snell, there was nothingi^^MaMillajiy ihflmacy erf
tip between the two departments.
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The relationships between the Incentives Department and
Time Standards and similarly its relationships with Labor Grades
1

is discussed under Lfrbai QgaQma.

^i.-^'^-ix

•^JZ-A^^^I

Point of view of the Wage Incentives Department
The title of the Department "Wage Incentives" is a very
good indicator of the point of view entertained by this depart-, \
ment.

The words "Wage Incentives" appear* to be

mristtmA jftifth

J^^vt^ rather sacred qualities. That is, the theory back of a wage
incentive plan should not be open to question.
Several instances may be noted wherein the human angle
is disregarded in the recommendations of the 7/age Incentives^-^^ M*J--

Department&*iL,,£^J^£& ^t-^cJ^ ^<JU<c~&£h> <z&L*J£ X&A^-*jt ^^^tZ^jL
(1) The first evidence of tmis disregard is noticeable in the
theory of wage incentive payment itself. The following criticisms
of the point of view of the department may raise doubts as to the
soundness of the theory underlying incentive methods.
(a)^ Wage incentive methods make monetary gain an end, ,
in itself rather than^pride i>flwork, loyalty, to
the Company, etc.
(b) It is assumed that a workman will respond to a
monetary incentive as if he were motivated only
by economic factors.
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(2) There is too great a tendency to set wage incentives by mathematical
formula, which although they are models of mathematical accuracy, are
often rendered untrustworthy because of the disregard for the human
factors.
A discussion of point number one will be made first. The
incentives department makes the assumption that the worker will respond
to a monetary incentive as if it were an end in itself. This assumption
is no doubt partially true, since a good deal of sentiment is attached
to the acquisition of money for its own sake. However, to leave the
analysis here would be an over-simplification of the problem. Further
analysis will throw light on the picture and as a result of the ensuing
discussion, a conclusion will be reached that a monetary incentive plan
tends to give the workman the wrong kind of encouragement for the best
interests of the Company.
In a wage incentive plan the assumption is often made that
each worker will view the opportunity for monetary gain as if this were
a constant end in itself and that each workman is in quest of this end.
As stated, the acquisition or money may be a relatively constant end for
a few people, but for the great majority the intensity of their desire
for monetary gain varies greatly from day to day and hour to hour,
and many people do not regard monetary gain as an end toward which to
strive. For instance, it is difficult to see why a workman who has
no desire to build up a personal fortune should respond to a monetary
incentive if he has sufficient funds to care for his immediate needs.
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OA
Conceivably this workman may be shiftless/vwith little desire to build
an estate, or his religious convictionSmay arrest his desire for the
acquisition of money. In other words, desire for money may hold no
influence over a man's life, and it may be only incidental to the
other forces guiding a workman*s conduct.
A person who needs money to achieve the possession of
some property such as a home or an automobile will not feel a constant
pressure to acquire money for the payment of his purchases. So it
i
seems apparent that if a wage incentive is in actuality to work as
theoretically intended^he desire for more earningSjand A the rate of
output should vary as the intensity of the need for money varies. In
other words, if the demand for money is rather remote the worker will
not respond to the monetary incentive as he would if in immediate
need for funds. It is impossible for him to keep the goal of achieving
money^jpnf equal intensity all the time, there are too many other

factors in the personal situation of each workman.

The wage incentive

exponent may say that the above stated unpredictability 4#>*4HHBSE^^

fj
,

is sufficient grounds^putting >a plant on*an Itf9»m*iv9fciurtLs,since The
workman should be allowed to shift for himself. This view may be valid,
but the intention here is only to question the theory on which wage
incentives are based.
It seems, further, that the encouragement to seek monetary
gain may be giving the workman a point or view unfavorable to the Company.
It appears that the maintenance of quality may be becomteing more and
more of a policing job, calling for more rigid inspection and supervi
sion. In encouraging the attention to monetary incentives, lixix such
things as pride in work^ loyalty toward^the Company and^social codes
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of •fcfcwvgroup are being pushed into the background.

The men are being

encouraged to develop interests and loyalties outside the control
of the Company. With its monetary incentive plan the Company can
attract only that part of the personality of a man that does
respond to monetary incentive, and it is left entirely to other
Company functions to develop ifejy loyalties or the worker for the
Company.

To follow the thought further, the workman is encouraged

to put his faith into a transitory goal, if attention is turned to
money. Fluctuations in the value of money (evidenced by changing
costs of living, rents, foods, entertainment, etc), fluctuations
in personal financial conditions due to fortunate or unfortunate
investments, may be a very disturbing factor to the workman which
will be reflected in worker unrest. Of course the reply may be
made that the trend toward the independence of the worker is
inevttable tlflone company can do nothing to halt this tendency.
This argument may be true, but it does appear that wage incentive
plans may have played their part in this liberation movement.
Whether a more complete personal independence of the worker is
a
desirable is question by itself and cannot be considered here.
In -summary it may be^said that the desire for i—a*)*ky gain is
too much of a forceless or non-magnetic factor for many of the
workmen, and only one element in his personal situation. This
subject is approached from another angle later in the report,
(2) The wage incentives department is too much inclined to set
wages by mathematical formulae. The calculations may be models
of accuracy, but one phaae of the aquation in the wage situation
is not given adequato docisionj namely, the human factor.
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Follwoing are some of the recommendations tha$ have .Just
been made or are up for lips consideration *r the* department now*
1. Automatic screw machine bonus plan,
2. Motion study course (recommendation

'la en approved — the

course is now in the formative stage vandci' the dgpartmunt uuiiiiff *f

^

3. Recommendation for placing labor grading on a more scientific
numerical rating basis.
4. Incentive plan for office workers.
5. Minimum individual earnings of an individual on group piece work
is now to be the "mean" figure of the group earnings.
6. Wage survey study.
7. Analysis of employee representation meetings by six month
periods.
8. Establishing output standards for every job in the Plant (now
l-sing administered.

(This program is to supersede the task and

bogey standards as set formerly by individual supervisors which
provided for no centralized supervision of the work.
9. New employee payment policy.
The plextfffor paying new employees will be examined here
to demonstrate a specific instance where the human angle of the
wage problem has been disregarded. Within the past year the
Wage Incentives Department recommended and had approved a plan
ifapL-nf
&koV< Qkhs*
rer*
for lumping beginning workmen ofr group pay^for two weeks and then
allowing them an increasing percentage of the group pay until the
ninth week when they begin to participate fully in earnings.

#
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(Temporary M.D.I. 10.07 2H 12/30/35.) This plan supersedes the old
three per cent additional group allowance plan for groups wherein new
employees are introduced.

In glancing over the M.D.I., it is immediate

ly apparent that the plan is a, blanket one.gonegaiU.y, that is, it
provides for the same learning period for all plant operat£a§2^ It is
not fair to criticize the M.D.I., however, without understanding the
reasoning back of the plan. The department did realize that the
learning period for different jobs does vary.

But because of the

length of time necessary to study each job, the cost element involved
and because constant consideration would have to be given to the
problem due to changing job requirements, they recommended that the
present plan be set up. The problem occasioned by the varying lengths
of time required for learning periods was dismissed with the provision
that supervisors could take special action in case a worker showed
ability to reach group standards^before the regular nine weeks period
is over. While, for practical reasons, these provisions may be de
fensible, nevertheless some statements may be made to indicate that
the wage incentives department did not realize or did not care to
cope with the human problem that confronted them.
1. The plan is superimposed upon reasoning that is unsound.
2. Efficiency records were used as a basis for judgment as to time
necessary for the learning period.
3. Special recommendations are made by supervisors.
The plan was based upon unsound data because past perform
ance of a small group of "vrarkaien was used as the basis for the M.D.I,
recommendation.

Obviously this study of past performance figures

does not give them insight into the problem at hand. The K.D.I, may
be criticized first because of the small sanple of workmen selected
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on which to base the recommendation. No attempt was made to study
a?

the workmen i r\ tlnr ininpl r personally to decide what type of workmen
they were. Perhaps the output data analysis gave them figures con
cerning average output of beginners, but no analysis of the person
alities involved was made.

The worker was not contacted to get an

idea of the effort required to achieve his output or an evaluation
of the problems that he faced. Also, from the standpoint of the
large number of workers affected, the sample used was too small.
Criticism of the size of sample is rather a criticism of accuracy of
method rather than a neglect of the human angle, but the small
sample used does infer that the Incentive Department was not too
cognizant of personal disappointments or discouragements and possibly
dissatisfaction of employees who feel that they must pattern their
conduct to the provisions of the M.D.I.

In other words, it seems

probable that often a new employee rather forces himself to the
mold prepared for him rather than achieving it by a more natural
development.

It seems that more time might have been given to the

M.D.I. fortvvu/dWo « •
Also, because the old three per cent group bonus was
abolished when the new plan was introduced may be evidence that the
social relationships and unofficial aids given to the beginner by
members of the group was not given^consideration.
Further, apparently no attempt was made to acquire data
relative to the learning period or learning curves for plant opera
tions. They seemed perfectly satisfied to base their conclusions
upon past performance with all its greatly varying plant mechanical
and social conditions. It seems that it should have been possible
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to make some study into the learning problem itself if sound decisions
were to be made. Some embarrassing and rather unexpected things
happened when the plan was introduced.

For instance, on one type of

simple unskilled work, the new workers would achieve the group out
put almost from the first day. The result would be a skyrocketing
of the group earnings toward which the beginner had contributed.
The old workers were, of course, elated, but after the nine weeks
were over, their earnings would again drop, all without effort on
their part.
Mr. Snell's reaction to this incident was:
"Well, we didn't mind giving the old workers the extra pay but they
often complained when their earnings returned to normal."
Some flexibility was^given to the plan by giving supervisors some
leeway in shortening the learning period.
Efficiency records (reported by the workmen themselves)
was used as a basis for judgment as to the learning period required.
These records may have been correct, but on the basis of the Bank
Wiring Room Study, we know that day to day individual output -ro»or.ds
were not dependable. During the learning period, also, it seems
that the workman might tend to have his reports conform to what the
Company expected of him rather than a true statement of his output.
The recommendation as to when a beginner should be put on
regular group pay is usually initiated by his immediate supervisor.
Also on the basis of the Bank Wiring Room Study, we know that super
visors do not always act logically as provided for in the company
Technical Organization. Group, loyalties, prejudices against some
beginners, may influence against making a recommendation based on
facts alon&r
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The words "Wage Incentives" although possessed with only
symbolic qualities, appears to be generally regarded as signifying
an objective, proved principle.

Some other possible interpretations

of incentive plans by the workmen will be made,other than the general
ly accepted one that a worker will automatically respond to economic
incentives. The statement is made that under incentive methods of
payment the quantity of output will increase.

If this statement is

accepted as true (which in many eases it probably is not) there are
other reasons that may be stated that may account for the increasing
quantity of output.
1. The quality of the workmen, crmremlng quantity of output, may
be improving. This Improvement might be caused by the increasing
efficiency in choosing the right type of person for certain jobs.
Also, it may be caused by the more or less automatic elimination of
slower men.

If they cannot reach group standards of output their

income will be cut and they will probably drift out of the plant and
into jobs where output requirements are more easily reached.
2. The higher quantity of output may be achieved, not by motivating
the worker of his own free will but by forcing him against his will.
The worker may be desirous of maintaining his former income oj.ng»«»>ter
demands may be made on his income because of rising living costs.
In instances such as these, it is very probable that the workman
expends extra energy to meet piece rate output standards
against his will.

x*mM.y

In other words, rather than a plan which should

act as an inspiration to a worker, it may develop into one which
forces him to meat standards.
3. The

improved output may be due to improved machine^or work place

conditions, the incentive itself having little eff«ct.
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4. The improvement may be due to improved work methods taught to
the workmemf "* It may be said that the Wage Incentives Department

*

apparently makes no effort to prove the principle of its plan.
No attempt is made to segregate the variable factors to arrive at a
true evaluation of the wage incentive principle.
The charge cannot be made that the department is not aware
of the human angle. However, on the basis of the two weeks time
spent in the three departments it seems safe to say that they disregard
the problem sometimes and at otherIj^they do not cope with the problem
at all satisfactorily, for instance, in the analysis of Joint Branch
Employee Representation meetings, the Wage Incentives Department
makes the statement that much of the employees objection to being
downgraded is in reality a protest against not having special consid
eration shown for long service, and that the workers are protesting
against being judged solely on an output basis. However, the only
comment made is, "This may later develop into a serious problem and
it will bear watching.* So, from the observations made it seems that
the Wage Departments try to apply their logical mathematical formulas,

^-

not giving proper attention to the human problems$/%iey are inclined
to guard their strong position in the Company rather jealously. They
are instrumental in writing and interpreting management wage policy,
but before they can recommend^intelligent executive action, they
should give more consideration to the point of view of the work force
in order to round out their point of view.

T.APtCTR

rngPAPTMKNT

Attitude toward Operating Departments.

.

„_

Tliere appears to be a very impersonal relationship betwttrt
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Labor Grades and the Operating Departments. The reasons for such
a relationship are not difficult to see.

In the first place, it

is the job and not the men who are being graded.

In the second

place, visits to work departments are infrequent, since jobs are
graded mostly by comparison and not by a detailed or drawn out

\*
^f"
it ^

?*'
rc ,

analysis of the work situation. Also, the only time that a labor k^"- „t
grade is required, is when an operation not now graded is Intro-

L

v,p
t

®^ 2> *

duced by the Development Department.
The Relationship between the Labor Graces and Time Standards De
partment has already been discussed so it need not be undertaken
here.
Relationship between Labor Grades and Wage Incentives.
Although the two departments are of an equal ranking under
the same division head, it is probable

that the Wage Incentives
1

Department is accorded a superior position in the Plant s social
organization.

This position is probably due, as stated heretofore,

because the Wage Incentives Department often writes wage policy
recommendations that may directly affect the Labor Grades Department.
For instance, at the present time, the Wage Incentives Department is
formulating a lammie for placing a more precise and scientific
"numerical rating" on job characteristics to be used in labor grading.
Evidence of the Incentives Departments prestige is shown because
Mr. snell often informally borrows labor grade engineers temporarily
to aid him in special work.
Labor Grades and Piece Rates Department Relationships.
No evidence presented itself that might definitely be
construed as an indication of the relationship between these
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departments.

It is hoped that some of the relationships may be

revealed when the writer visits the Piece Rates Department. It
appears though that Labor Grades should, be in a somewhat superior
position since they are looked upon as the representatives of
management in establishing labor grades, which the piece rates
department uses in setting rate's. *.

«

,>

A^<*^usually permitted only a few minutes of conversation
and then suggested that some time be spent with one of his subor
dinates. Mr. Vincent, the section chief, although very talkative,
was not at all consistent in his views. He apparently looked on
the task of grading a job as being one of hunting for specific
differences between jobs so that differentiation could be made
between a job and one in a grade immediately above or below. In
fact, he had listed in one of his personal files some stock
phrases that he listed as being good ones to use in differentiat
ing one job from another. The whole department appeared to be
rather on the def ensiveX**-dh*4-*c<~4^

^A^A£^P^^

<?J /$£u.

None of the men interviewed displayed an absorbing
interest in the labor grading problems, and none of them revealed
a far sighted or administrative viewpoint toward the job. It
was more an attitude of getting the job done from day to day.
Mr. Oberland,one of the labor grading engineers, after discussing
labor grading rather formally for awhile, discussed with considerable
a

enthusiasm government surveying project that he had charge of up in
Wisconsin during the Western Electric depression lay-off.
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Point of View of the Labor Grades Department.
The department apparently does not have a scientific
method of conducting its labor grading work. Grades are established
by the engineers' subjective opinions. New jobs are graded by find
ing comparable, already graded jobs, with which to classify them.
Admittedly, it is a most difficult job to differentiate jobs further
than skilled and unskilled jobs and it is evident that in grading
5000 or 6000 jobs many arbitrary distinctions have to be made /£nd
#

because they are superimposing their labor grading system on a
general wage level that has never been proved as being the most
desirable one, a a l M v the job a very disheartening one possessed
with a great many obstacles. Wage establishment depends upon
management and worker sentiment and is not established on a logi
cal basis.'
The department, however, does pretend to establish its
grades by the various rating factors mentioned in the^report/w*lil

U i i l n i i M l
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very careful, however, never to permit themselves to be too
definite about a specific job grading. The writer asked one of
the labor grade engineers if he could accompany him on an actual
grading job. The engineer was evasive and never consented to the
suggestion. Mr. Lavigne the department chief, did not permit
f

himself to be interviewed for any length of time.
Attitude of Wage Incentives, Time Standards and Labor Grades toward
™

,

^

Industrial Research.

\J Jtj/ijL*

The general opinion of the above departments toward
Industrial Re aa arch may ba briefly summed up by stating the genaral
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attitude of all three groups: They think, "We are engineers,
grappling with concrete problems, engineers are the key men in the
Western Electric Company and have been for years and it is from
our ranks that administrators should come.

Industrial Research

is an unproductive department, dealing in Intangibles. They are
useful in smoothing out a few rough spots for us in our relations
n

with the work departments.

The three departments evidenced very

little of the PQ^nt of view of the Industrial Research Department
and are^ot interested in acquiring it.
A few specific indications of the attitude of these
departments toward industrial research follow. Two times standards
•e^^^PifcWLs^are cited first. Mr. A & t h , a Time standards Section
Chief, when informed that the Industrial Research program was again
underway, made the following response, "Have they started that "damn"
thing up again?

I had a lot of those interviews dumped in my lap

forraystudy when I was over in the Inspection Department." As the
second instance, an opinion of Mr. Nelson, Department Chief, is cited,
When it was suggested that the Industrial Research Department might
be of service to his department when Time Standards are introduced
into the work departments, responded, "Yes, you can be of great service to us. We would like to have you explain to the workers that our
time standards are fair and accurate* * Ho apparently took no cog
nizance of our Industrial Research Department's knowledge of employee
attitudes and behavior. He assumed that time standards application
offered no serious human problem.

However, the Time Standards^pepart-

ment did try to make a favorable imuression, thinking.it would be
carried J

»

to th» nork
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Indications of the attitude of Wage Incentives are considered
next. Mr. Snell stated that because of unsettled national labor con
ditions another wage survey is being undertaken at this time. He ap
peared to be somewhat of the opinion that to prevent Hawthorne labor
inn r "it, . "nT^giiiiiAiiViinrn anothe#wage survey.

When Mr. Buehler, one of

Mr. Snell's two assistants, was asked whether he thought that a
representative of the Industrial Relations Department might not be
of service in an advisory capacity in the Output standards Setting
program now under way at Hawthorne said, "I don't see where'he could
n

be of any service.

At the present time the work is under the direc

tion of the Productl!^ Shop superintendents, the Operating Results
Organization having detailed charge of it. Tabulating Department
representatives, Operating Department Chiefs, a Wage Incentive
representative and Business Methods representatives, are on a committee
that meet once weekly to settle questions relative to the operation
of the program.
A special fatigue study was made several years ago under the
direction of the wage departments.

It was a typical action of the

wage departments to employ an industrial engineer for this study.
One of the principle attitudes displayed by Mr. Snell was
his extreme reticence to permit the observation of some work of his
department and especially the problems now before department. In
reflecting on the probable reasons for this reticence some possibil
ities are noted. A poor job of interviewing may have been done so
that his confidence was not gained,
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that some of the work done is strictly confidential and that higher
authority has instructed him to strict secrecy. A contributing
factor is also the personality of Mr. Snell. He is very reserved and
assumes anreiwiwts manner of considerable importance. Also, suffi
cient time was not given to interviewing Mr. Snell. He was extremely
busy at the time of the Hwg««(pee4es visit to the wage departments. It
was considered more advisable to try to establish and maintain a
friendly unprying relationship rather than risking the loss of good
will and the closing of his department as a source of future wage
information.

It is also possible that his reticence may be due

partly to a reluctance of having the work of his department surveyed by anyone but an engineer. He may feel sensitive to having
his work judged from the industrial Research point of view.
To illustrate, when the writer asked him for a list of
the recent problems worked on, his immediate attitude was defensive.
He queried, "What are you going to do with the information?" Also,
he appeared to be very interested if the writer would jottTdown notes
at any time while interviewing the engineers. He was al30 desirous
of knowing whether a report covering the two weeks' visit was to be
written and Mien informed that there would be one, he at once ex
pressed a desire to see it to be sure that no misinterpretations or
untrue impressions were gained by the visitor.

It is hoped that

more specific information can be gained concerning the attitude of
his department. This information should develop in the future,
since it is believed that a reasonable favorable impression was
created in the department.
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t

Jfo specific attitudes of the Labor Grades Department toward
s were recorded, other than the general opinion as al

ready previously noted.

The most apparent attitude was one of

evasion when attempts were made to really discuss the "human side" of
the wage question as they termed it.

There was considerable evidence of a desire on the part of
the «three departments to present a good front and create a favorable
t

jj|ihiiliJIl. It might be reasoned that the Industrial Research
is regarded as being on the "side" of the workers, so too much^can
not be revealed and yet they do. wish to, create *a J*avorable opinion so
that it mnJto

carry^back to the workers, and so that the Industrial

Research Department will not criticize their work in any reports
written to management.
It should be restated that many of the assumptions made in
this report lack adequate substantiation, however, the report is
written more as a means of recording information and impressions
gained during the two weeks' visit. .In this way it will be easier
to substantiate or disprove these assumptions as more information
is gathered in visits to other departments.
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